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Background 
Pastry sitting on top of a golden white plate with forks.

The underside of a passenger airliner taking off. 

A white jet airliner with blue sky in background. 

A large commercial plane flying overhead in the sky. 

White jet plane flying in the sky with engines. 

The bottom of an airplane flying in the sky.

⚫ Given collection of images, captions 

⚫ Perform retrieval tasks... 

○ Image Retrieval

○ Caption Retrieval 

⚫ Useful for… 

○ Image captioning 

○Visual question answering 

○ etc... 

Examples of bidirectional retrieval

(Figures are copied from [1])



Background 

⚫ Visual Semantic Embedding (VSE) Method

○ Project the holistic image and text into a 

common embedding space where the overall 

semantic similarity is measured.

⚫ Fine-grained Matching Method

○ Map visual and linguistic fragments into 

representation space and then match the 

embeddings to obtain the overall similarity.

Illustration of VSE and fine-grained matching method.



Background 
⚫ Cross-attention-based fine-grained matching 

methods (CAM)

○ Utilize cross-attention mechanism to infer the 

alignment between salient image subregions 

and text tokens.

⚫ Problems of CAM

○ Sub-optimal accuracy:

Redundant alignments are detrimental to 

retrieval accuracy.

○ c:

Caching cross-attention weights is with a

massive cost of memory and time.
Illustration of CAM.

Figures are copied from [2] 



Our method 
⚫ Basic idea

○A coding framework can well conclude the 

aligning process. CAM is a special case of soft 

assignment coding.

⚫ Insight

○ There must exist a sub-region in an image 

that can best describe every given word in its 

semantically consistent sentence.

⚫ Our approach

○ We further propose the Cross-modal Hard 

Aligning Network (CHAN) based on hard-

assignment coding.

Comparison of current CAM and our CHAN.



⚫ The fine-grained image-text similarity is actually the weighted sum reconstruction similarity: 

Our method 

⚫ The reconstruction similarity is the similarity between query 𝑡𝑖 and code book 𝒱 = 𝜈𝑗 𝑗=1

𝐾
: 

⚫ The retrieval accuracy is  highly related with the formulation of  coding coefficient 

○ soft-assignment coding:

○ hard-assignment coding



Our method 

⚫ Modules of CHAN

○ Visual representation

BUTD-based Faster RCNN

○ Text representation

Glove+Bi-GRU/pretrained Bert

○ Hard assignment coding

Row-wise Max-Pooling + LSE Pooling

○ Objective function

Triplet Loss with hard negative mining

Overview of CHAN



Experiments

Quantitative Comparison between current SOTAs and our 

CHAN. CHAN outperforms all of current methods

Efficiency Comparison between current SOTAs and our 

CHAN. CHAN are over 10 times faster than other methods



Experiments

Quantitative Comparison between different coding setting. 

Aligning sub-regions with query words yields the best results. The impact of the codebook size.

Increasing the codebook size consistently improved the 

performance of CHAN, demonstrating its robustness.



Experiments

Visualization comparison between CHAN and existing method. 

CHAN can better eliminate the meaningless alignments



Thank you for Listening!
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